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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the results of a project in which the standard Amateur Packet Radio
network link layer protocol, AX.25 (a modiﬁed version of X.25), was added to the Ultrix ker-
nel. By implementing AX.25 under Ultrix, and by taking advantage of the IP implementations
that already exist for PCs, it is possible for packet radio users with PCs to access IP-based ser-
vices running on our server and on the Internet. A MicroVAX is being used as an IP gateway
for an Amateur Packet Radio network that stretches from Seattle to Tacoma.
1. Introduction
Packet Radio is an increasingly active area of
experimentation among amateur radio operators.
Stations consist of a radio transceiver connected to a
terminal or a computer by means of a device known
as a Terminal Node Controller (TNC). The TNC is
essentially a modem. It "packetizes" data in a
manner conforming to the AX.25 link layer protocol,
provides a command interpreter, and has a primitive
network layer protocol for use with terminals unable
to support this layer on their own. Users with com-
puters rather than terminals have the option of disa-
bling the TNC’s network layer protocol and provid-
ing their own.
Amateur Packet Radio has evolved somewhat
chaotically. Initially, most packet radio stations con-
sisted of terminals instead of computers. Once users
had established communication with one another,
they simply typed streams of data at each other. The
TNC was functionally equivalent to a telephone
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modem.
One early development arose because users
wanted to communicate with stations that couldn’t
be contacted directly. Relay stations were set up in
strategic locations so that messages could be
received and passed along to their destination. These
relays are known as digipeaters. The standard ama-
teur packet radio link layer protocol1 allows the
speciﬁcation of up to eight digipeaters through which
a packet is to pass. This type of routing is known as
source routing.
Another development was that some users
connected their TNCs to computers on which they
ran packet bulletin board software. This allowed
others to access their computer in a manner similar
to the way one accesses a BBS by phone using a
modem. Users with terminals were able to leave
messages and read messages. Other users who con-
nected their TNCs to computers were able to upload
and download ﬁles. The BBSs would forward mail
to other BBSs for non-local users using packet
radio.2
1 This is actually network layer functionality, but because
packets are digipeated on the same frequency, and thus
within the same subnet, digipeating is often considered a link
layer function instead of a network layer function within the
amateur packet radio community. True network layer func-
tionality is provided through other mechanisms, some of
which are discussed in this paper.
2 Usually one or two BBSs in each area would connect toAs the number of users of the amateur packet
radio network increased, the demand for better con-
nectivity between different parts of the country
increased as well. As a result, network layer proto-
cols became a topic of much discussion. A number
of network layer protocols were proposed, and work
has proceeded on many of them in parallel. The
approach taken by COSI [1] and NET/ROM
involved the establishment of networks of servers
within which routing was taken care of automati-
cally. With NET/ROM, users would connect to a
node on the network. They would then connect to
the NET/ROM node nearest their destination.
Finally, they would connect to their destination. A
similar approach is used for COSI, the main differ-
ence being that instead of actually connecting to a
COSI node, one connects through it as if it were a
digipeater. Users still had to know the name of their
local node and the name of the node closest to their
destination.
At the same time that development was
proceeding with NET/ROM and COSI, work was
proceeding on supporting a packet radio implemen-
tation of TCP/IP for the IBM PC. This work was
being done primarily by Karn [4]. One advantage of
TCP/IP over the other approaches is that the user’s
computer becomes part of the network: one con-
nects to the ultimate destination, rather than connect-
ing to a network node and from there connecting to
the destination. Another advantage is that users gain
the ability to access IP services which are more
varied than services accessible through the other
approaches.
Although packet radio implementations of IP
exist for several computers, the IP suite of protocols
is not yet widely used in Amateur Packet Radio.
One reason is that many users are still using termi-
nals instead of PCs. These users can’t run IP since
they only have access to the limited software that
runs in the TNC itself. There are also many users
with computers for which there currently is no
implementation of TCP/IP. For many of the users
that do have computers capable of running IP, a
major concern is that they will be isolating them-
selves from the users that can’t run IP.
Another reason that the acceptance of TCP/IP
is not greater is that much of the value of the Internet
protocols is felt when one is using services that
station in different parts of the country (or the world) in ord-
er to forward messages from one packet network to another.
In this way, connectivity for electronic mail was achieved on
a world wide level.
aren’t available using other protocols or accessing
systems that would not be accessible otherwise.
Unfortunately, the existing implementation of
TCP/IP for PCs only supports telnet (Remote login),
SMTP (mail), and FTP (ﬁle transfer). These services
are already available to users without using TCP/IP
by connecting to a BBS and either reading or leaving
mail there, or uploading and downloading ﬁles.
Further, despite the fact that packet radio users of IP
speak the same protocol as other systems on the
Internet, and despite the fact that they have a block
of addresses assigned to them by the Network Infor-
mation Center, there did not exist a path by which
they could connect to conventional Internet sites.
One of the primary objectives of our project
was to provide a gateway between packet radio users
(or at least, those that speak IP) and the Internet.
This allows those users to access many of the net-
work services that we, as Internet users, are used to.
It is hoped that access to such services will stimulate
the development of services speciﬁcally suited to the
amateur packet radio community. The availability of
such services will provide additional incentive for
further stations to begin using IP. Another goal was
to provide a gateway between users speaking other
protocols over packet radio, and systems running IP.
Such a gateway would allow stations to run IP
without isolating themselves from the existing ama-
teur packet radio network.
2. Implementation
We achieved the goals outlined in the preced-
ing section by adding support for packet radio to a
system running Ultrix that was already on our
department’s Ethernet and part of the Internet. The
code we used to encapsulate and decapsulate packets
on our MicroVAX is based on the existing code for
the PC.
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Figure 1. Physical hardware
2.1. The Hardware
As shown in ﬁgure 1, the special hardware
used by our system to send packets by radio includes
a radio and a TNC. The radio corresponds to an Eth-ernet tranceiver, and the TNC to the Ethernet con-
troller. One difference, though, is that the TNC does
not sit on the bus. Instead, one communicates with it
though a serial line. Since we did not require the
higher software layers of the TNC, we used a
stripped down version of the software for it known
as the KISS3 [2] TNC code. This code, which may
be downloaded into the TNC, sends and receives
data and calculates the necessary checksums. Unlike
the normal code that resides in the ROM of the TNC,
the KISS TNC code does not worry about the packet
format at all.
2.2. The Driver
In adding packet radio support to the Ultrix
kernel, a pseudo-device driver for the packet radio
controller was implemented. This driver supports the
same calls as the drivers for other network devices
such as the DEQNA. Since the packet controller
does not sit on the bus, communication with it is
through a serial line, and hence the driver is a
pseudo-driver. Figure 2 shows the function of the
hardware and software with respect to the ISO/OSI
reference model.
In order to get the kernel to recognize the
packet radio interface, we had to create and initialize
a structure of the type if_net. The if_net structure
contains pointers to the procedures used to initialize
the interface, send packets, change parameters, and
perform other operations. Kernel procedures to per-
form each of these operations were created. The
most difﬁcult routine to write was one which handled
incoming packets from the TNC. When a packet is
received by the TNC, the TNC sends the packet as a
stream of bytes to the tty line. For each character in
the packet, the tty driver calls the packet radio inter-
rupt handler to process the character. Characters are
buffered by the interrupt handler until all characters
in the packet have been received.
As each character is read by the interrupt
handler, some processing of characters is done on
the ﬂy. In particular, escaped frame end characters
that are embedded in the packet are decoded. When
the ﬁnal frame end is read, meaning that the entire
packet has been received, the interrupt handler
checks the header of the packet. It veriﬁes that the
recipient’s amateur radio callsign (which is used as a
link address) is either its own, or the broadcast
address. It also checks the protocol ID ﬁeld. If the
packet type is IP, the driver then adds the encapsu-
3 The name is from the acronym ‘‘Keep It Simple, Stu-
pid’’.
lated IP packet to the queue of incoming IP packets
so that it can be dealt with by the existing Ultrix
software. This approach to handling incoming pack-
ets allows other layer three protocols to be handled
in an interesting manner, described later in this
paper.
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Figure 2. Comparison to ISO/OSI reference model
2.3. Setup and Testing
Once the packet radio driver was running, our
ﬁnal task was to translate Internet addresses into
AX.25 addresses. This is done using the address
resolution protocol (ARP) [8] in a manner similar to
the way that IP addresses are translated into Ethernet
addresses. AX.25 addresses look like amateur radio
callsigns followed by a 4 bit system ID. Things are
complicated by the fact that some entries may con-
tain additional callsigns for digipeaters. Thus, a dif-
ferent set of ARP routines is needed for packet radio.
Karn’s IBM-PC code [5] includes an ARP imple-
mentation that supports both AX.25 and Ethernet
addresses. Because we did not want to modify the
code for our system that is used on the Ethernet side
of the gateway, this code was not taken. ARP
lookup occurs at layer two, and thus, gets called
inside either the Ethernet driver, or the AX.25 driver.The routing tables at the IP layer determine which
driver is called. Since the ARP lookup occurs inside
our code, a separate routine that deals speciﬁcally
with AX.25 addresses can be called.
When the implementation was complete the
packet radio interface was enabled at the Internet
address of 44.24.0.28.4 The routing table of another
system on our Ethernet was modiﬁed so it knew that
44.24.0.28 was the address of a gateway to net 44.
After a few rounds of debugging, we were able to
telnet from an isolated IBM PC5 to a system that was
on our Ethernet by way of the new gateway. Since
then we have used the gateway for ﬁle transfer, elec-
tronic mail, and remote login in both directions.
2.4. Future Work
In addition to providing a gateway between the
packet radio network and the rest of the Internet, we
would like our gateway to be able to serve as a gate-
way between applications running on top of other
protocols. Such a gateway would be at the applica-
tion layer, and speciﬁc to remote login and electronic
mail. The way AX.25 was implemented in the ker-
nel, such applications do not require kernel support,
even though they extend down to layer three of the
ISO reference model. Packets that are received from
the TNC that are not of type IP can be placed on the
input queue for the appropriate tty line. A user pro-
gram can then read from this line, and maintain the
state required to keep track of AX.25 level 36 con-
nections. Data can then be passed to a pseudo termi-
nal to support remote login, and to a separate pro-
gram to support electronic mail.
Work is also proceeding on using another
layer three protocol known as NET/ROM to pass IP
trafﬁc between gateways. Doing this would allow
the use of an existing, and growing, point-to-point
backbone in the same way Internet subnets are con-
nected via the ARPANET.
3. Performance
Because the link speed is only 1200 bits per
second, the transmission time is the dominant factor
in determining throughput and latency. Higher
bandwidth links are available, but, at the moment,
the hardware is not readily available at a reasonable
price.
4 Net 44 is assigned to Amateur Packet Radio by the Net-
work Information Center.
5 Connected to only a power outlet and a radio.
6 AX.25 level 3 is the connection protocol supported in-
side the TNC.
One performance problem that we noticed is
that the gateway slows considerably as trafﬁc on the
packet radio subnet climbs. Part of the reason for
this is that the present code running inside the TNC
passes every packet it receives to the packet radio
driver regardless of the destination address of the
packet. We are considering changing the TNC code
so that it can selectively pass only those packets des-
tined for the broadcast or local AX.25 addresses.
4. Issues
The ability to interconnect amateur packet
radio networks and non-radio networks introduces a
few problems that have not been completely resolved
as of this time. The three main problems are
timeouts, routing and access control. In this section,
we present these problems and suggest some possi-
ble solutions.
4.1. Timeouts
The ﬁrst problem arises from the difference in
the latency for the two networks. Hosts on the Eth-
ernet side expect fast response. If they don’t get a
response quickly, they time out and retry their
transmission. We have found that when the gateway
is used to communicate between Ethernet stations
and packet radio stations, the system on the Ethernet
side initially retransmits packets several times before
a response makes it back. This results in wasted
bandwidth as packets are needlessly retransmitted.
Since these retransmissions are queued at the gate-
way, they delay other packets. Fortunately, many
implementations of TCP dynamically adjust their
timeout values. Hence, when the system on the Eth-
ernet side learns the correct timeout value, the fre-
quency of unnecessary packet retransmissions is
reduced.
4.2. Internet routing
The second problem arises when we want to
allow communication with Internet hosts beyond our
Ethernet. Since AMPRnet7 has been allocated a
class ‘A’ network, most systems will maintain only a
single route for it. All packets destined for
AMPRnet originating from another internet host,
must pass through a single gateway. This is not
desirable since a packet destined for 44.24.0.5
should be sent to a West Coast gateway and intro-
duced to the packet radio network there, whereas a
7 AMPRnet (AMateur Packet Radio NETwork) refers to
the subnetwork of the Internet consisting of amateur packet
radio hosts, and with Internet addresses of the form 44.*.*.*.packet destined for 44.56.0.5 should be sent to an
East Coast gateway. It is conceivable that something
like this could be handled using the Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP), but at this time, no
mechanism is in place.
4.3. Access Control
The third problem is access control. Since
operation is on frequencies assigned to the amateur
radio service, any communication must be initiated
by licensed amateurs. This is, in fact, an instance of
a more general problem of trying to control access to
a subnet so that hosts on the subnet can use services
beyond the subnet, but, at the same time, hosts on the
subnet are protected from adversaries beyond the
gateway. One way to solve this problem is to main-
tain a table of authorized addresses on the non-
amateur side of the gateway. Associated with each
of these addresses is a list of hosts on the amateur
side of the gateway with which that host can com-
municate. Initially the table starts off empty. When-
ever a packet is received on the amateur side des-
tined for a non-amateur host, an entry is made in the
table, enabling the non-amateur host to send packets
in the other direction. After a certain period of time,
these entries are removed if packets have not been
received from the amateur side of the gateway.
This scheme can be augmented with a few
new ICMP messages. One message can force an
entry to be removed from the table of authorized
non-amateur systems. This allows the amateur radio
operator that initiated the link to exercise his control
operator function to cut off the link if he detects
inappropriate use. Another message would allow
one to add an authorized non-amateur host to the
tables with an appropriately chosen time-to-live.
Both these message are allowed to come from either
side of the gateway, but if they come from the non-
amateur side, they must include a call sign and a
password for an authorized control operator for the
gateway.
5. Discussion
Packet radio is one of several options available
when setting up computer networks. It is not the
ideal solution in all situations. There are a number of
problems that make non-radio communications more
practical. Among the disadvantages are that radio
communication is susceptible to eavesdropping, jam-
ming, and impersonation8. Another disadvantage is
8 These can be solved using encryption and spread spec-
trum, but this increases the cost and might make licensing
more difﬁcult.
that the radio spectrum is limited. Where wire or
ﬁber-optic communications is an acceptable alterna-
tive it should be used.
Despite the disadvantages, there are situations
where packet radio would be the technique of
choice. Mobile stations cannot be physically con-
nected to one another. Packet radio is also useful for
emergency ﬁeld communications where one doesn’t
have the time to string wires. Another reason that
packet radio is useful for emergency communica-
tions is that in a large scale emergency, such as an
earthquake, land based communications will often be
disrupted.
In a number of years, wide scale computer net-
working will be available to the public through ser-
vices such as the Integrated Services Digital Net-
work (ISDN). Until that time, packet radio allows
users, over a large geographic area, to set up net-
works connecting personal computers and larger
computer systems. Use of a system running Ultrix as
a gateway and server on a packet radio network is
desirable since it allows users of PCs to access many
of the services that one is used to having available in
the Internet community. Telnet, FTP, and SMTP
have all been successfully used across the gateway.
We would like to support additional services, some
of which are beyond those provided on the Internet.
The Ultrix operating system can serve as a platform
upon which these services will be built.
One useful service for the amateur radio com-
munity might be a distributed callbook. Many ama-
teur radio operators purchase a book each year that
contains the callsigns, names and addresses of every
other amateur radio operator in the world. These
books are organized by callsign, and are used to mail
QSL cards.9 With a distributed callbook server, data
for a particular country, or part of a country, could
be maintained on a system local to that area. Given
a call sign, an application running on a PC could
determine what area the call sign is from, and then
send off a query to the appropriate server.
Allowing users to add information to their own
entries (such as geographic coordinates) would allow
many possibilities. It would be possible for someone
establishing communication with anyone in the
world to type in the station’s call sign, and have their
antennas automatically rotated to the correct bearing.
Or perhaps, as a contact is made, one’s computer can
print out a mailing label for the QSL card. Someone
even suggested having a bitmap of the QSL card sent
9 A QSL card is a card conﬁrming that a contact took
place. Amateur radio operators often collect these.to the other station through the packet radio network
itself.
Distributed computation presents further possi-
bilities. By giving the general public access to com-
puter networks, the number of processors accessible
on a network greatly increases. At the same time,
the power of the processors will typically be less
than those currently part of the Internet. This pro-
vides added incentive for users to devise ways to
utilize the computing resources of systems that aren’t
being used to their capacity.
In designing and implementing distributed ser-
vices, it is important to note that there is a difference
between the environment inside a university or cor-
poration with central control, and the environment of
a network of PCs, where little central control exists.
A network such as the one described in this paper
can serve as an interesting testbed for applications
that must run in such a decentralized environment.
In order for packet radio to reach its full
potential for connecting otherwise isolated comput-
ers, it would be helpful for a few frequencies to be
allocated outside of the amateur radio service. When
using packet radio on amateur frequencies, there are
lots of restrictions on the type of data that can be
passed that makes productive use less practical. If
there were a few non-amateur frequencies set aside
for packet radio, and if the requirements and restric-
tions for operation on these frequencies were less
stringent, one might see even more done with packet
radio.
6. Conclusions
The Ultrix operating system provides a nice
base upon which network services can be provided
for the amateur packet radio community. At the
same time, such a system can serve as a central node
in the interconnection of local area networks running
IP, and even those that don’t run IP. By linking
packet radio networks with more established net-
works, additional services become available. Such
services are available in the Seattle area. These ser-
vices are necessary if we are to interest people in
running TCP/IP. Further, interconnection with non-
IP packet radio users is necessary if we are to
interest users who would like to try IP, but still want
to maintain connectivity with those using other pro-
tocols.
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